
HQ’s Latest Product Development Provides a Powerful Self-Service Solution

for Global CorporateMobility

New cutting-edge capability provides HQ SummitGround® users with a

seamless solution for global ground transportation programs

[DALLAS, TEXAS], [SUNDAY, AUGUST 13, 2023]: HQ, the industry-leading

enterprise solution for corporate mobility, announces the launch of its latest

product innovation. This cutting-edge development sets a new standard for

corporate mobility, offering powerful enterprise capabilities to businesses of

all sizes without a time-consuming integration process. HQ SummitGround®’s

new seamless self-service solution can be deployed globally with speed and

scale for maximum convenience and a wider choice of mobility options.

This next-generation capability removes the friction and complexity of

managing multiple domestic and international ground transportation

programs. To this end, HQ SummitGround® supports a mobile application and

web UI, enabling seamless self-booking and booking on behalf of travelers.

With a consistent booking experience globally, clients can effortlessly save

employee ride details, frequent addresses, and passenger preferences.

Additionally, there is functionality to define and incorporate travel policies

based on region, department, and more.



HQ's new product development integrates HQ Connect’s highly vetted global

network of trusted transportation suppliers without requiring pre-existing

supplier relationships or vendor management. This gives customers greater

choice with access to a wide range of mobility services, including taxis,

private car hires, ride-hailing, and corporate shuttles.

As part of HQ’s commitment to spend transparency and cost-savings, all

rides can be paid directly by credit card without additional fees or hidden

costs. Adding a credit card to the system is straightforward and secure, with

various card types accepted, including personal, company, and employee

credit cards.

“As the leading corporate mobility platform, this innovation allows our clients

to quickly roll out ground transportation programs without a lengthy and

technically cumbersome integration process.” said Amiad Solomon, CEO, and

Co-Founder of HQ, “The easy-to-use self-service solution provides

world-class enterprise capabilities to companies of any size with

customizable controls, live ride updates, and spend and sustainability

reporting. Most importantly, all companies can now benefit from HQ’s

stringent security standards, competitive ride prices, and the HQ Connect

global supplier network.”

To learn more about HQ, visit https://hqtravel.com/
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About HQ

HQ SummitGround® is the industry-leading end-to-end enterprise solution for

corporate mobility globally. HQ delivers the technology that powers ground

transportation with our unparalleled ride booking, billing, and payment

platform. As the most experienced ground transportation platform, HQ offers

a wide range of mobility services from taxis, and private car hire to

ride-hailing and corporate shuttles. HQ is trusted by clients internationally

including Fortune 500 companies from the world’s largest banking institutions

and law firms.


